for the comments (with a hint of reproach and regret) regarding his creative compromises.
Dmitry Dmitrievich Shostakovich's personal attitude to such opuses is expressed in the following words: "I sat down at night and within a few hours I dashed off something "without much effort". When I brought this composition, to my surprise and dismay, they shook my hand and gave me money" (Beseda, 1996: 242) .
At the same time, these compositions can be considered as one of the intermediates of the and topics ("of current interest" and "modern" (Reznikov, 1975: 43) ), but also to the certain In the verses by Y. Dolmatovsky, written specifically for these compositions, especially organized reality was depicted; in fact, it was the mythological model of the world implanted by the state apparatus of the Soviet Union into the minds of its citizens. In the center of the universe there was the social pyramid, enclosed community, named "the Soviet people". Its basis were "the masses", "proletarians" and "farmers" united by "friendship", "brotherhood" and thinking as one and undivided "we". The top of this pyramid are the leaders, the "great" and "wise" party, which "lead the way", "direct" and "teach". Integrity and unity of "the Soviet people" is determined by the feeling, similar to the religious one, "Свято выполняя все заветы Ленина, мы идем за Партией вперед" (the Cantata).
Integrity of the masses is enhanced by the fact that "we" -"the ordinary Soviet people" are opposed to "they" -"the enemies" that were defeated in the past or in the present forthcoming war. Natural elements are also considered as enemies and it is expressed in the following figures of speech: "коварен был июльский зной, полям грозили небеса" (the Oratorio, № 2), "ветер летит окаянный" (the Oratorio, №
3). That is why there is also struggle with the undesirable natural phenomena, "мы с природой вступаем в сраженье" (the Oratorio, № 7), "объявим засухе войну" (the Oratorio, № 2).
The space in this mythological world is organized in a certain way: "Our Motherland"
is illuminated by the sun, and as contrasted to this, the sky of the enemy's land is blotted by the "hostile" and "war" clouds that claim to "our" bright sky. Time is also mythologized. "Difficult"
past" with "tough luck" (the Oratorio, № 3) spent "в битвах, суровых сраженьях" and "трудной опасной борьбе (the Cantata) is opposed to the "better" present that leads to "happiness and peace" in the "bright" future. Time vector is directed only forward, «все вперёд и вперёд мы идем", "Коммунисты, вперёд!" (the Cantata).
The feeling of the "new" life is connected with the idea of eternal happy life that lasts for many generations, so it represents a special supertemporal plan: "Под знаменем Ленина идут поколения". "Ленин с народом всегда и во всем", «счастье и мир на века", (the Cantata), "коммунизма век" (the Oratorio, № 2).
In Dolmatovsky's text there is a variety of symbols replicated by social and political newspaper journalism. The symbols of the "transformed" life are: "spring", which "the new world breathes"(the Oratorio, № 2); childhood as the new generation is "growing"
and "blossoming" like an orchard (the Oratorio, № 4, the Cantata); the sun and sunlight ("Наш путь солнечен и радостен", "дороги светлы и лучисты" (the Cantata) , the days of the "new"
life are "sunny" (the Oratorio, № 1 ), for "us", "the dawn of communism is rising" (the Cantata).
The idea of the sublime and free motivations is implemented through the images of bird's flight and wings
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: "eagle's flight" of the people, "Ленин -могучий горный орел", "мы стали крылаты" (the Cantata).
Confidence in the "verity" of the existing world order was supported by the statement of the ideal of power and wealth that was close and clear to the masses: "Мы" -"сильны и богаты", "силы нет на свете, чтобы нас сломила" (the
Oratorio, № 7). Positive emotions are nourished
by a sense of their own power, grandeur and the scale of acts that is declared in the following lines: "we" are directed by "the great party", in our heart "we" have "the great name" of Lenin (the Cantata), "we" turn "the great construction" into reality (the Cantata), "showing wonders to the world" (the Oratorio, № 2). In "великой советской стране" (ibid., № 5) "деревья встают величаво" (№ 7), they will "опояшут шар земной" (№ 5).
In establishment of power, greatness and determination to defend the "right thing" a warlike In the same way that the official state language approves a set of speech patterns or clichés, in music a special intonation vocabulary is formed.
Its basis are typified musical momentums that model declamatory intonation, as well as some genre signs that reflect the "spirit of the age", died by Shostakovich conditionally. It happens, firstly, because of the iar timbre substitution, which meaning evolves execution of a rhythmic shock ula by the instruments with different nature of intoning (brass or string).
ndly, the rhythmic function is performed by the sound of the short pieces such petitions, mordents, gruppetto and trills. A clear rhythmic organization, asized metric tone and repetition of rhythmic groups lead to the shift of the s to the back burner, and this fact creates the conditions for such functioning.
he maximum direct function of the percussion instruments is represented by onstant repetition of the same tone which is rhythmically organized into the s of eighth and sixteenth: . The most appropriate ition for such figures is "the side drum formula". In № 4 of the Oratorio (w.
particular, the first of the abovementioned rhythmic formulas is executed by ide drum and in w. 54 -by the strings. In № 5 of the Oratorio (w. 65) "the rum formula" is performed by the violins. Independence of the "accompaniment viola formula" is expressed in its mobility its free combinations with the other genre material and in its timbre mediation, a for example, it sounds in the part of fagotts and double-basses that intensify th In addition to the figures which are based on the typical genre formulas, figures, based on modeling of the elevated declamatory intonation can also found in the Cantata and the Oratorio. Since they are connected with the conten the text and express the call to action, as well as proclamation of any ide glorification of the party, the socialist state and its leaders, they can be described figure-"slogans". For example:
• "slogans-calls" in the Cantata: «Коммунисты, вnepeд!» (w. 24,26,4 with fortissimo by anticipated rising octave step, modeling fanfare signal-c
Furthermore, it has a typical signal step with split unison (see FIGURE 4). This function also determines the type of intoning, which is based on modeling the exaggerated-elevated declamatory intonation, thus, most of the "slogans" are began by the "calling" ascending fourth step, moreover, some of them end with iambic motif that contain an ascending change to the fourth, sixth or octave (see Fig.S 2, 4 , 7) . The use of "catchy" and "expressive" fanfare steps is typical for this figure: common chords moves with filling the steps by diatonic passing tones and the "golden horn" (Fig. 5) . The general slogan intonation becomes the intonation of exclamation that covers the entire structure of a "slogan" by crescendo ascending motion, directed to the top -the climax, often represented by the extended tone.
The considered figure can also be distinguished from the context, not only due to the change of the genre models and musical vocabulary, but also due to the special textured representation by the bar consolidation (in particular when changing the ternary meter to the quadruple meter), growths of the texture capacity (during the transition from monophony to threevoice texture) and dynamics intensification. A good example is the "slogan" "оденем Родину в леса". Such consolidation is typical for the figure of "elevation" (Fig. 7) .
In the Oratorio's code (№ 7 "Слава") there In the Oratorio's code (№ 7 "Слава") there is a special case where structural position of a "slogan" is irrelevant. In accordance with the compositi which is accompanied by a change of time (from 4/4 to 3/2 with the wor крылаты, сильны и богаты", the Cantata, w. 5 t. 8, from 3/4 to 3/2 w "великое братство" -w. 14 t. 5 -FIGURE 8).
In such cases, the motif is presented as if in a "close-up". At the ti figure appearance the rhythmic pattern may change: for example, братство" syllable chant (the Cantata, w. 6 t. 7) includes a triolic patt It is noteworthy that there are a large number of such symbols in one of the first works of monumental art of the Soviet period, for example, the relief sculpture "Glory to the Fallen in the Struggle for Peace and the Brotherhood of Nations" (1918) . It represented the Genius of Fame, and behind his overspread wings the sun with rays is rising, and the rays form the words "The October Revolution" (Istoria…, 1989: 329) .
